A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
Scotland; further, that tradition had been vaguely associated,
especially in England, with lingering memories of Catholicism.
In numbers those Englishmen who still openly called themselves
Catholic were reduced to a very small body, though in many
families vague traditions of Catholicism remained. After the
Forty-five all that disappeared. Only the oldest men could
remember the reign of James II. Those who had been young
men in his service were now approaching or past their eightieth
year, and the Forty-five was the end of English Catholicism
properly so called as much as it was the end of the Stuarts. A
hundred years later was to appear a new but restricted English
Catholic movement, owing its first seeds to French refugee
priests, its later vitality in part to an intellectual movement
among a few English scholars, but much more to Irish immigra-
tion. What the Forty-five did was to break for ever the con-
tinuity of the last Catholic remnants in England with the Catholic
past of the country.
The Truce.   The War of the Austrian Succession ended
with the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle in October 1748.  The great
diplomatic blunder of the French had resulted in their naval
exhaustion, in the fruitless glory of Fonteaoy, and in the loss of
seven years in the race now set for the expansion of wealth and
dominion beyond the Atlantic and in India.   That handicap
the French never caught up.  The immediate territorial changes
resulting from the war were insignificant, but the moral effect
was very great.   Prussia, though still small, was now proved to
have the best military system in Europe, and to have proclaimed
a novel international morality which made her as formidable as
she was detested.   The maritime possibilities of England had
been made clear, reposing as she did on a financial system
unhampered by any threat from over a land frontier.   Holland
henceforward ceased to rank as one of the chief Powers.   But
beyond these more obvious things there was an underlying thing
of the greatest importance, clearly seen by a few men at the
time, though not grasped by public opinion—the duel between
France and England which was bound to be taken up again, and
in which the ensuing eight years were but a truce, would depend
for its issue upon the contrasting economic conditions of the
two countries.
France had the greater total population and the greater total
wealth, her numbers being more than double, or nearer three
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